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Abstract 
We study a group of clustering problems on bipartite and chordal graphs. Our objective is to 
partition the vertices of a graph into a restricted number of sets so that a prespecified, diameter 
related, objective function is minimized. We unify a few problems using r~~o~zotorze &UIKJ~~V~ 
fi~~c~rio/~s defined on sub-partitions of a graph. Among these problems are the following: partition 
vertices of a graph into a restricted number of subgraphs of bounded diameter, and partition 
vertices of a graph into a restricted number of subgraphs so the sum of the diameters of the 
subgraphs is bounded. 
We show that the first of the aforementioned problems is NP-complete on bipartite and chordal 
graphs, but has linear time sequential solutions on interval and bipartite permutation graphs. 
As well. we show that the unified problem has an NC parallel algorithm on interval graphs. 
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1. Introduction and definitions 
In this paper we study clustering problems on bipartite and chordal graphs. The 
problems we study include the following: Given graph G, integers k and B, partition 
vertices of G into at most k subsets such that each subset has diameter not larger than 
B, and given graph G, integers k and B, partition vertices of G into at most k subsets 
so the sum of the diameters of the subsets is not larger than B. We refer to each subset 
as a clustrr, and to each partition of size k as a k-pcwtitim. Note that each cluster 
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induces a connected subgraph of G, as a consequence of the problem definitions. We 
unify the above problems using the concept of monotone diameter functions. 
Clustering problems arise in numerous applications, see for instance [22, 261 for 
applications in image processing and the design of digital circuitry. The clustering 
problems we consider may formalize the following practical problems. Consider a 
communication network of n nodes. Suppose we have k <n network controllers avail- 
able, and we wish to assign each to a group of nodes in such a way that the maximum 
communication time between any two nodes within one group is minimized. The path 
of communication between two nodes in the same group is restricted to links and 
nodes within that group, so that each controller has complete information about the 
network traffic within its own group, and can therefore optimize traffic flow and other 
network parameters. We can model this network as a graph with n vertices. An edge 
joins two vertices if a direct link exists between the respective nodes. Edges may be 
weighted to reflect the communication time, or we may assume constant communica- 
tion time along any link. Now, the minimum communication time between any two 
nodes is directly proportional to the distance between the respective vertices in the 
graph. Therefore, the solution of the problem is attained by finding a k-partition of the 
vertex set that minimizes the maximum diameter of clusters. Alternatively, the objec- 
tive might be to minimize the total of all intra-group communication times. In such a 
case a solution is obtained by finding a k-partition that minimizes the sum of cluster 
diameters. 
We now present some definitions and notation that we shall use in this paper. For 
other definitions, that are not explicitly explained or referred to, we direct the reader 
to [15]. 
A graph is bipartite if its vertex set can be partitioned into two independent sets. 
A graph is chordal if every cycle of length greater than three has a chord. 
G = (V, E) is an undirected path graph if it is the vertex intersection graph of paths 
in a tree. 
G = (I’, E) is split if there is a partition of V into an independent set and a clique. 
G = (V, E) is interval if there is a one to one function y from V to the set of intervals 
in a line such that (vi, v, ) E E if and only if g(vi) intersects g(vi). 
Undirected path, split, and interval graphs are chordal. 
G = (X, Y, E) is bipartite permutation if it is bipartite and its vertex set has a strong 
ordering [24]. An ordering < of X U Y is a strong ordering if, for all K, <xb and 
yc <yd, (xa,yd) and (xb, yc) are in E implies that both (&, yc) and (xb,yd) are in E. 
Let G = (I’, E) be a simple unweighted graph. Let (IV) be the subgraph induced 
by the set IV C V. distw(u,v) denotes the distance between vertices u and v in (W). 
dium(W) denotes the diameter of the subgraph (IV) which is the largest distance 
between any pair of vertices in (IV). Disconnected graphs have infinite 
diameter. 
In this paper, we are concerned with partitioning the vertices of a graph G = (V, E) 
such that the subgraphs of G induced by the partition satisfy certain conditions. We 
shall often refer to a partition of the vertices of a graph as a partition of the graph. 
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We use the following notation to refer to a partition and the subgraphs induced by its 
subsets: 
2 ={Z,,Z2 ,...) Z,,,}. 
We shall use the term sub-partition SO of G = (V, E) to mean a partition of the 
subgraph (K,) where L$g V. 
Definition 1. A monotone diameter function f is a function from the set of all sub- 
partitions of G to the set of non-negative integers that satisfies the following conditions: 
Given a sub-partition Y = {Zr ,Z,, . . . , ZiY, } of G: 
,f‘( Y ) = l (dium(Z1 ), diam(Z2). &m(Z~ -I/ / )), where l is an associative operator. 
Given sub-partitions YO, 3b, and 3c of G such that K, I? V, = 4 and K n 6 = 4 
Now, we define the genera1 problem: 
Problem (Purtitioning vertices to minimize monotone ,fimction (PVMF)). Given a 
graph G = (V, E), a monotone diameter function f, and integers k 3 1 and 83 1, is 
there a partition, 2, of V into k or fewer subsets such that ,f’(Y) <B? 
For instance, setting l to + reduces PVMF to partitioning vertices of the graph into 
a restricted number of subgraphs with bounded sum of diameters. Another example 
is obtained by setting l to max, which reduces PVMF to the problem of partitioning 
vertices of the graph into a restricted number of subgraphs with bounded diameter. We 
call the latter problem PVD. 
Problem (Purtitioning vertices to minimize maximum diameter (PVD)). Given a 
graph G = (V, E) and integers k > 1 and B 3 1, is there a partition, 3, of V into k 
or fewer subsets such that dium(Zi) <B for all sets Z; in Y? 
It is clear that PVD encompasses Partitioning Vertices into Cliques; we shall refer 
to that problem as PVC. 
Problem (Purtitioning vertices into cliques (PVC)). Given a graph G = (V. E) and 
integer q 3 1, is there a partition, !Y, of V into q or fewer subsets, such that each set 
K in !!I induces a clique? 
We also study the minimization versions of PVMF and PVD. The minimization 
version of PVMF may be stated as follows: Given a graph G = (V,E), monotone 
diameter function ,f, and integer B3 1, find the smallest cardinality k of a partition I 
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of V, such that f(g) <B. Likewise, we may state the minimization version of PVD 
as follows: Given a graph G = (V, E), and integer B 3 1, find the smallest cardinality 
k of a partition ?E of V such that &rm(Z;) ,<B for all sets Z; in 2. 
In this paper we show that PVD is NP-complete on bipartite and chordal graphs. 
The latter result is particular for graphs that are both split and undirected path graphs. 
In contrast we present linear time sequential algorithms for the minimization version 
of PVD on interval and bipartite permutation graphs. We also present an NC parallel 
algorithm for the minimization version of PVMF on interval graphs. An NC parallel 
algorithm is one that runs in polylogarithmic time and uses a polynomial number of 
processors. 
It should be noted that PVD has a linear time solution on trees [l 11, which are both 
chordal and bipartite. 
Recently Deogun, Kratsch, and Steiner [8] have studied PVD and its relationship 
to the dominating set problem. They observed that PVD with B= 2 is equivalent 
to the dominating set problem on strongly chordul quphs (see [9] for definition of 
this graph family). Therefore, PVD with B= 2 has a polynomial time solution on 
strongly chordal graphs by implication of their result and the results in [lo]. Further- 
more, they presented an approximation algorithm for PVD on diumetral path graphs, 
a family of graphs defined in [7] that includes, among others, interval graphs and 
the larger class of cocompurclbility graphs (see [ 151 for the definition of that graph 
family). 
The special case PVC (partitioning vertices into cliques) is polynomially solved for 
perfect graphs [ 161. For various families of perfect graphs there are special algorithms 
for PVC. For interval graphs an optimal sequential algorithm is presented in [17]. 
The input is a set of n intervals representing an interval graph. The algorithm runs 
in linear time (C(n) time) if the intervals are already sorted, and in b(nlogn) time 
otherwise. There are also NC parallel algorithms (i.e. parallel algorithms that run in 
polylogarithmic time and use a polynomial number of processors) for the same problem 
on interval graphs, see [4, 20, 211. For bipartite permutation graphs there is a linear 
time sequential algorithm for PVC in [14], and an NC parallel algorithm for the same 
problem in [6]. 
In [19], Linial and Saks show that the vertex set of any graph may be decomposed 
into a small number of sets having small diameter. A decomposition of the vertex 
set, unlike a partition, allows for disconnected sets. The diameter is computed as the 
maximum distance between any two vertices in the same component. 
In the next section we present the NP-completeness proofs for PVD on bipartite 
graphs. In Section 3 we show that PVD is NP-complete on chordal graphs. Section 4 
contains the necessary proofs and algorithms to establish the solvability of PVMF on 
interval graphs. A parallel algorithm for PVMF on interval graphs is presented in that 
section. At the end of that section we present a linear time sequential algorithm for 
PVD on interval graphs. Section 5 contains a linear time sequential algorithm for PVD 
on bipartite permutation graphs. All algorithms are for the minimization versions of 
these problems. We finally conclude the paper in Section 6. 
2. PVD is NP-complete on bipartite graphs 
Clearly, PVD is in NP, so we shall omit the proof for this. We already mentioned 
that PVD with B = 1 (i.e. PVC) is solvable for perfect graphs. For bipartite graphs a 
solution for PVD with B = 1 is readily obtained from a maximum matching. In this 
section we show that PVD is NP-complete on bipartite graphs for all values of B 
greater than one. It is interesting to note that PVD with B =2 on bipartite graphs 
is equivalent to the problem of partitioning the vertex set of a bipartite graph into 
a restricted number of subsets such that each subset induces a complete connected 
bipartite subgraph. Therefore, this problem is NP-complete by implication from our 
results. 
We shall refer to the following NP-complete problem [ 121. 
Problem ( VERTEX COVER). Given a graph G = (V, E) and integer li 3 1. is there a 
vertex cover of size k or less for G, i.e., a subset V’ <z I’ with 1 V'1 <k such that for 
each edge (u, r>) E E, at least one of II and 11 belongs to I”‘? 
We remark that VERTEX COVER remains NP-complete for triangle-free graphs. 
i.e., graphs with no subgraph isomorphic to a complete graph on three vertices. by 
virtue of [23] (see [12, pp. 194-1951). 
Proof. We reduce VERTEX COVER on triangle-free graphs to PVD on bipartite 
graphs. Let B be a fixed integer greater than one. Given an instance {G = ( V, E), k} of 
VERTEX COVER on triangle-free graphs, we construct a bipartite graph G’ = ( V’. E’ ). 
We first construct an intermediate graph G’ and later subdivide the edges of G’ 
to obtain G’. where the number of times each edge is subdivided depends on the 
value of B. Let l’={rt,~ ,..., t>ir,,} and E={el,ez ,... . ei,;i ). The intermediate graph 
is G’ = ( C”, E’ ) where 
and e, is incident with ri in G}. 
In a graph, suh&~i&g CM e&r (LL, c) s times is equivalent to removing the edge 
(u. 21) and adding a chordless path of length s + 1 between u and L’. Note that s new 
vertices are added to the graph; we refer to those as II - t’ subdivision vertices. 
6 
G: 
G': 
B=ll 
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0 subdivision vertices 
Fig. 1. Example of the reduction for the proof of Theorem 2. I. 
Now, G’ is obtained from G’ by the following edge subdivisions: subdivide (x,y) 
[B/21 - 1 times, and subdivide each (Ui,ej) edge [B/2] - 1 times. 
Fig. 1 illustrates the construction of G’ for a specific example. Note that, without 
loss of generality, B&:n. Thus, it is clear that this transformation may be done in 
polynomial time. 
We now prove that G has a vertex cover of size k or less if and only if there is a 
partition of G’ into k + 1 or fewer subgraphs, each having diameter at most B. 
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(+): Let VC={ ~1, ~2,. , ok} be the vertices of vj, corresponding to a vertex cover 
for G. We shall construct a partition 3 = (21, Z,, . . . Zk,l} for G’. Begin with Zi = {l‘, } 
for 1 <i < k, and Zk+, = &. Now, since I/C corresponds to a vertex cover in G, ev- 
ery vertex of VE is connected in G’, via a chordless path of length [B/2], to at least 
one vertex D; of VC. For each e, E V.. add ej to one set Z, containing such a ver- 
tex c,, and add all of the U; - e, subdivision vertices to the same set. Finally Zk _ 1 = 
V’ - u;=, z,. 
Clearly, Y is a partition of V’ of size k + 1. For each Z,, I <i < k, with lZ/ > I. 
the vertices of maximum distance are two vertices of VE or, if / VE f’ Z, / = 1, a ver- 
tex of VE and a vertex of I+; in either case this distance, and hence the diameter, is 
not larger than 2LB/2] <B. In Z~+I, the maximum possible diameter is the distance 
between vertex x and a c, - e, subdivision vertex, which is B, or the distance be- 
tween two I’, - e, subdivision vertices, which is 2 [B/2] <B. Hence, Y has the required 
properties. 
(c): Let 2={(21,22,..., Zk+l } be a partition of V’, each subset of which has 
diameter not larger than B. Let Z. kc! be the subset containing vertex X. =!X must have 
the following properties: 
1. Zk~+ 1 contains no vertex of Vj. 
For all e, E V’, &tGl(X,ej) = [B/21 -t 1 + LB/21 > B. 
2. If el,ez E I$, el # e2, are in the same subset Z,, then there is a vertex I’ E C;, n Z, 
such that, in G’, c is adjacent to both el and e2. 
Otherwise, ctistzfl((el, e2) > 2 LB/21 + 2 > B. 
3. For all I <i < k, if 1 VE n Zil> I then there is a vertex 1: t Z, n V, adjacent in G’ to 
all vertices of VE n Z,. 
Suppose not. By (2), there is a vertex 111 E Vv n Z, adjacent in G’ to both el and 
e2. By our assumption, there exists a vertex e3 E V, n Z, that is nonadjacent in G’ 
to ~1. By (2), there exist vertices ul,v3 ~5 Vv n Z, such that c2 is adjacent in G’ to 
both el and e3 and v3 is adjacent in G’ to both e2 and e3. Since e3 is nonadjacent 
in G’ to cl and adjacent in G’ to both ~2 and c 3, we know that c2 # CI and 19 # 1’1. 
Furthermore, 212 # v3 or else el and e2 would correspond to multiple edges in G. 
contradicting the fact that G is a simple graph. Additionally, since each vertex of 
V, has degree 2 in G’, we know that e, is not adjacent in G’ to c3 and ez is not 
adjacent in G’ to ~1. But now { ~‘1~1’2, ~‘3. el, e2, e;} corresponds to a cycle of length 
3 in G, contradicting that G is triangle-free. 
Thus, in the partition of G’ under consideration, the vertices of I$ are contained 
in Z,,Z2,. ..Z,, and every subset Z, that contains two or more vertices of I+ also 
contains a vertex of 6, adjacent to all vertices of V. n Z,. 
We construct a vertex cover for G as follows: 
l For each subset Z, containing two or more vertices of V,: 
Let L’, E Z, be adjacent to all vertices of Z; n VE 
(c, must exist by property (3) above); 
Include tli in the vertex cover. 
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l For each subset Z; containing exactly one vertex e, of V’: 
Let v, be one of the endpoints of edge e, in G; 
Include v, in the vertex cover. (Note: vi is not required to be in Z,.) 
The constructed set is a vertex cover for G of size Gk, since all vertices of I$ 
appear in Zt,Zz,. . ,Zk, and at most one vertex is added for each Z;. 0 
Corollary 2.1. PVD is NP-complete on comparability yraphs. 
Corollary 2.2. PVD is NP-complete on perj&t graphs. 
3. PVD is NP-complete on chordal graphs 
In this section we prove that PVD with B = 2 is NP-complete on split graphs. This 
result has also been published in [2]. The same result has been obtained independently 
by the authors of [8], in an earlier version of their manuscript, where it has also been 
noted that it extends to undirected path graphs. 
It is interesting to note that, for split graphs, PVD with B = 1 is easy and PVD with 
B 23 is trivial; split graphs have diameter less than or equal to three. 
Theorem 3.1 (Also in Abbas and Stewart [2] and Abbas [l]). PVD is NP-complete 
on split graphs, when B = 2. 
Proof. We reduce PVC to PVD. Given an instance of PVC, G = (V, E) and integer q, 
we construct the split graph G, = (Yi, Yz,&‘) such that: for every vertex U, in V there 
is a vertex yf in Y1, and for every edge ei in E there is a vertex y’ in Y2. The edge 
set Q is such that Yt induces an independent set, Y2 induces a clique, and (y/ , y,?) is 
in B if v, is incident with ej. 
It is clear that this reduction may be done in polynomial time. We now prove 
that there is a q-clique cover for G if and only if there is a q-partition for G,s with 
B=2. 
(4): Let the clique cover be %? = {Cl,. . , C,}. &n edge e is in (Ci) if both its end- 
points are in C,. The q-partition 9‘ = {Zt , . . , Zq} satisfies: Z, = { _v,! :vj E Ci} U { $ : e, 
E (C;)} for all i = 1,2,. . . , q. Since %? covers all vertices of V, 2, thus far, covers all 
vertices of Yt. For every y,’ not in 3, yJ’ is adjacent to some vertex in 3 (since the 
edge ej has some endpoint in G), we add every such y,? to some set it has neighbors 
in. Since every pair y: and y,! in any set has a common neighbor yz corresponding to 
e, = (v;, vi), therefore diUm(Zi) < 2 for all i, i = 1, ..q. 
(+-): Let the q-partition for G, be 3= {Zt,.. . ,Z,}. Let Z, be a set in 3. If 2, 
contains one or no vertices from Yt, then it trivially corresponds to a clique in G. 
Otherwise suppose yf and y: are two vertices in Z,. The distance dist(yj, yi ) must 
equal 2. Therefore, vi and vj are adjacent in G, and each set in 3 corresponds to a 
clique in G. Thus, there exists a clique cover for G of size q or less. 0 
The next result has been established in an earlier version of [8, 11. by showing that 
the graph constructed in the proof of the abov-e theorem is an undirected 
path graph. 
Corollary 3.2. PVD is NP-completr on chordul qruphs. 
4. Algorithms for PVMF on interval graphs 
In this section we show that when the input graph is interval then PVMF has a 
parallel algorithm that runs in polylogarithmic time and uses a polynomial number of 
processors (an NC algorithm). The parallel computation model that we assume is the 
Parullel Rundoom Access Muchine (PRAM) model. We allow concurrent reads to the 
same shared memory location, but we disallow concurrent writes; hence the model 
Concwrent Red E.xdusice Write PRAM (CREW-PRAM). As well we present an 
optimal sequential algorithm for PVD on interval graphs. It is clear that these prob- 
lems can be solved for disconnected graphs by handling the connected components 
separately; therefore we consider only connected graphs. All algorithms arc for the 
minimization versions of the problems. We start by giving the necessary definitions. 
Let G = (V, E) be a connected interval graph. For every vertex I’, in V. Ict [u,,h,]. 
u, <h,, be the corresponding interval. We shall sometimes refer to vertex I’, (corre- 
sponding to interval [u,,h,]) as interval z‘;, thereby blurring the distinction between 
vertices and intervals. Given a graph G having II vertices and nz edges, its interval 
representation, if one exists, may be obtained in parallel in (‘(log’ n) time and using 
0 (n L nz) number of processors on a concurrent read concurrent write PRAM model 
(CRCW-PRAM nzodel) [ 181. Consequently, the CREW-PRAM complexity is not more 
than Q (log’ n) time using C (n + NZ) processors (see [3, pp. 0-I 01). 
Let 1-1, ~1,. ,I’,! be an ordering of the vertices of 6’ so that i <,j if a, <LI,, or LI, - U, 
and 0, <hi, otherwise ties are broken arbitrarily. We say that L‘, <l’, whenever i <,j. 
Once we have the interval representation of G, this ordering may be obtained by 
parallel sorting using a polynomial number of processors and in polylogarithmic time. 
We shall sometimes find it more convenient to refer to u, and h, as the hc~rrl and 
ttril of I’,, H( (1,) and r(~,), respectively. 
Let .Yl~~(u, (1) be the set of all shortest paths joining vertices II and I’ in the subgraph 
induced by W. Whenever we refer to Plb,(tl, I.), we mean the set of vertices in an 
arbitrary element of Ycr.(u, ~1). We shall use the notation P(u, l’), .?P(u, I’), and di.st( II. I.) 
whenever we are considering the whole graph or when no confusion might arise. 
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Let 3 be a set of intervals in G. Define smull(9) = U,i, where b/ = min{bk: uk E Y>, 
i.e. small(Y) is the interval with the smallest value of tail among all intervals in 9. 
In case there is a tie let small(Y) be the vertex with the smallest index. 
Let jifirst(4) be the first vertex in 3, ,fivst(4) = vj where j = min{j’: Uj’ E 9). Let 
last(Y) be the last vertex in 9, last(Y) = tij where j = max{ j’: u,f E 4). The range 
of Y, R(4) is the set of vertices between and including first(X) and Zast(9)). 
zY={Z,,..., zk} is an optimal partition if f(a) d B, where f is a monotone di- 
ameter function, and among all partitions 3” satisfying f(Y)<B, 3 has the smallest 
cardinality. 
For any partition 3 = {Zi, . . . , Zk}, we assume that the members of 3 are ordered 
so that i< j if ~first(Zi)<first(Z~). Zi and Zj are said to overlap if R(Zi)nR(Zj) # $. 
The partition 3 is called a non-overlapping partition if for all pairs Zi and Zj in 3, 
Z, and Zi do not overlap. 
Following [21], we define next(vi) as follows. next(&) = Vj, if bJ- = max{bk: uk <bi}, 
bj > bi, i.e. next(v) is the neighbor of u that extends the most to the right. In the case 
of a tie we choose the largest index vertex. If next(v) does not exist we say it is 
equal to A (the null vertex). Note that next(v) may be smaller or larger than U. The 
notation nextw(v) will be used whenever only the induced subgraph (W) is considered 
in computing next(v). 
We now prove some properties of interval graphs. The next result has been estab- 
lished in [21]. 
Proposition 4.1 (Olariu et al. [21]). Given vertices u and w, U<W, u is not adjacent 
to W, there is a path P(u, w) = {u = v,~, Q,, v,>, . . , vi,,, w = vi,,,,}, in 9(u, w), such that 
Uj, =next(v,,_,),for allj, O<j<p+ 1. 
Proposition 4.2. Given a set of intervals Y, diam(9) = dist./(small(.Y), last($)). 
Proof. If Y is not connected then it must be true that small(Y) is not connected to 
last(Y). Therefore the proposition is true if 9 is not connected. 
Now, suppose 9 is connected. Consider a path Pq(smaZl(4),last(4)) that satis- 
fies Proposition 4.1. Since for any vertex u in $, T(v) 3 T(small(Y)) and H(v) d 
H(last(Y)), then it is clear that u is adjacent to some vertex along that path other than 
small(Y) and last(9). Therefore, for any pair of vertices v and w in 4, dist,F(u, w) d 
dist./(smufl(9)), last($)). Cl 
The above proposition leads to the next corollary. 
Corollary 4.1. For any set of intervats 9 and any vertex u, such that T(u)>, 
T(small(.Y)), and u is either in the range of 3 or is adjacent to small(S), diam(9 U 
{U})<dium(Y). 
The next proposition has a proof similar to that of Proposition 4.2. 
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ProPoSitiOn 4.3. For any set qf intervals 9. diam(.Y - { lu,g(.f )} ) < &am( .f ). 
4.2. An <ficirnt purallrl ul<qorithm _fbr PVMF on inter-cd qruphs 
We now prove the main theorem that will enable us to design an efficient parallel 
algorithm to find an optimal partition for problem PVMF. 
Theorem 4.1. Givrn an interval yruph G =: (V,E), G has un optimul non-overluppimg 
purtition ,fbr any B 3 1 and for uny monotone diumrter function f. 
Proof. Suppose not. Among all optimal partitions of G, choose 2 to be one with 
the minimum number of pairwise overlaps among its set pairs. To prove the theorem, 
we shall choose a pair of sets, 2, and Zi, in 2 that overlap. We shall then define 
sets 2: and .Zi, of disjoint ranges, such that dium(Z,‘) < diam(Z, ), dium(Zj) <dium(Z, ). 
and Z,‘U</=Z,UZj. Hence 9’=2- {Zl,.Z,}U{Z:,Z~} is an optimal partition (since 
l,Y’l= 1Pl and f(~‘)<f(~); recall the definition of a monotone diameter function). 
We then show that compared with Z, Y’ has fewer pairwise overlaps, thus concluding 
our proof with a contradiction. 
Let Z, and Zj be two sets of z!Y that overlap such that T(smclll(Z,))< T(srnull(Z,)); 
i.e. the vertex with the smallest tail, in Zi IJZ,, belongs to Z,. 
If Iust(Z,) > kst(Z,), then it follows directly from Corollary 4.1 that dium(Z, u Z, ) < 
dium(Z, ). Therefore there is a smaller cardinality partition Y” = 9’ ~ {Z,, Z, } U {Z, U Z, ). 
where ,f(s’) <,f’(zY)); which is a contradiction to the minimality of 8. 
Then it must be true that lust(Z~)<l~st(Zj). We now show that there are vertices 
l’* and L>‘, such that the sets Z,! = {LX v < c*, and I’ is in Zi U Z, } and Zi = { 2‘: 1’3 I”, 
und c is in Z, U Zi } have disjoint ranges and diameters not larger than dium(Z,) and 
dium(Z,), respectively, Z,! U <; = Z; U Z, (i.e. c’ immediately follows c* in Z, c1 Z, ), and 
at least one of L’* and c’ is in R(Z,)f)R(Z,). 
By Corollary 4.1 and Proposition 4.3, Z,! has diameter not larger than t/icrm(Z,) for 
any such vertices c* and v’. 
Now, let 11’ be the vertex in Zj that immediately follows Iust(Z,) in Z, u Z,. If 
the set U’ = {c: v > u’, u E Z, U Z,} has a diameter not larger than dium(Zj), then let 
Zi = CJ’ (i.e. ~1’ = u’). Otherwise it must be the case that U’ induces a subgraph 
with diameter larger than dium(Z,). By Proposition 4.2, stnall(U’) is adjacent in 
Zj to some vertex of a path P(smull(Z,), ku.~t(Z,)) satisfying Proposition 4.1, The 
smallest such vertex, u”, is smaller than u’; otherwise we contradict that fact that 
di~m(U’)>di~~~(Zj). NOW let Z~={L’EZ, U Z,: C~LI”} (i.e. choose 2.’ to be II”). 
Now, by Proposition 4.2, diam(Zj) <dium(Z,) since Zi contains a connected part of 
the path P(.rmall(Zj), lust(.Z,)) which satisfies Proposition 4.2 in Z:. 
Let S’=Z-{Z!,Zj} U {Z,!<i}. Then I%‘( = 191, f(Y’)<,f’(Y), and 9’ is optimal. 
To conclude the proof we have to show that the number of overlaps decreased. To 
see this, note that Z: and Zi do not overlap. Any set that overlaps one of Z,’ or Zi. 
has to overlap at least one of Z, or Z,. Additionally, either ,first(Zi) or kwt(Z:) is in 
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R(Zi)nR(Zj), therefore any set that overlaps both Z: and Zj must overlap both Z, and 
Z,. Therefore the number of overlaps decreased by at least one, which is a contradiction 
to our choice of 9. 0 
As a consequence of Theorem 4.1, we may restrict our attention to non-overlapping 
partitions when searching for an optimal partition. Our next result will translate into a 
straightforward parallel algorithm for PVA4F on interval graphs. 
Let G = (V, E) be an interval graph, where V = {III,. . , a,}. Let 9’ be an optimal 
partition for G that is non-overlapping, and let 3’; be an optimal partition that is non- 
overlapping, for the subgraph induced by {II;, . . . , v,}. (Such optimal partitions exist by 
virtue of Theorem 4.1.) Let Q*(i,j) be the cardinality of z!X/. 
Theorem 4.2. 
Q*<l,n>= min I <,j<,, (Q*(W + Q*(.i + l,n)>. 
f’(Y’) 1’(P )<B I l ,+1 ’ 
Furthermore, there is such cm optimal partition 2 where each qf Q*( 1, j) und 
Q*(j+ 1,~) is not Iurger fhan [(1/2)Q*(l,n)l. 
Proof. We prove the claim by induction on Q*( 1,n) and using the fact that there is 
an optimal non-overlapping partition. 
The hypothesis is trivially true for Q*(l,n) = 1. Assume it is true for 131 <k. 
Let 3 = {Z1,22,. ,ZX_} be an optimal partition for an interval graph G with IZ 
vertices, that satisfies Theorem 4.1. 
f’(T) = dium(Z1) 0 diam(Z1) l . o dium(Z,) l . l dium(Z,) 
= (dium(Z,) l dium(Z2). . l dium(Zr)) l (dium(Z,+l) l . l dium(Zk)) 
(since 0 is associative). 
Therefore, there are two subsets of 3, 61 and 3’2, such that 91 U 22 = 2, 31 = {Z,, 
Z2,...,G), ~2={z,-+,,z~+2,...,zk}, and ,f(SYl)* f(Tz)<B. Since Tu;l#$, ~z#c$, 
andlZ,/>l foralli, I<i<k,therefore 1<13I<k-I, l<)_iYl/k-l,andQ*(l,n)= 
Q*(l, lust(Z,.))+Q*(first(Z,.+l ),n) (wherejifiust(Z,+,) = lust(Z,.)+ 1). Since both terms 
on the right-hand side are correctly computed by the induction hypothesis, then Q* 
(1, n) = k is correctly computed. Furthermore by the associativity of l there are such 
subpartitions that satisfy IVY, 1, I& 6 [( 1/2)/.3ll. q 
We now present an efficient parallel algorithm for PVMF on interval graphs. 
Algorithm 4.1. Algorithm PVMF-INTERVAL( G, B, k) 
Input: Interval yruph G = (V, E), with vertices uppropriutely ordered, 
where I VI = n, and integer B. 
Output: The cardinulity k of’ an optimal partition. 
I? 
begin 
1. for all i and .j, I <<i <,j <n, do in parallel 
F(i.,j)=dium({i,i+ l,...,, j}) 
if F(i.,j)<B then Q*(i,,j)= 1 else Q*(i,,j)= x 
endfor 
2. repeat [log/z1 times 
(a) for all i, I ana’ j, 1 <i < 1 <,j <H do in parallel 
W[i, I,,j] = x 
if F(i.I)oF(I+ I,j)<B then W[i,/.j]=~*(i,O+e’(l+ I.,j) 
endfor 
(b) for all i und j, 1 di <,j <n, do in parallel 
Q*(i,,j) = min(minj W[i. I,.j], Q*(i,,j)) 
if Q*(i.j) # W[i, l,j] .fiv swnr I then I* = 0 
else I* = (1 : Q*(i,,j) = W[i, I,,j]} 
endif 
if /* # 0 then F(i,,j) = F‘(i, I* ) l F( I* + I, j) 
endfor 
3. li=Q*(l.n) 
end 
Now, we prove that the algorithm needs polylogarithmic time and a polynomial 
number of processors. 
Proof. Proof of correctness follows from Theorem 4.2, and the fact that. in loop 
2.a, we try all possible non-overlapping partitions of all sets of consecutive vertices 
{i,. ,.j}. 
We now assess the complexity of the algorithm. It is shown in [21] that the distance 
between any two vertices in an interval graph G = (V, E) with 1 VI = II can be com- 
puted in If(logn) time using C(n) processors on a CREW-PRAM. Also, .smd/(-f ) and 
h.Tt(.P) can be computed with the same complexity using the well-known technique of 
finding the minimum (or maximum) of n unsorted numbers [ 131. Therefore. according 
to the above and Proposition 4.2, the diameter of a set of intervals can be computed 
in C(log12) time using 6(n) processors. 
Now, we calculate the complexity of the other statements of the algorithm. Comput- 
ing the value of F(i,j), in step 1, has the same complexity as computing the diameter 
of a set of intervals and the loop (step 1) needs n* processors, one for each pair (i, j ). 
The main loop, in step 2, takes C’(log n) time. The first inner loop, step 2.a, needs II’ 
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processors, one for each triplet (i, I,j). W[i, l,j] can be computed in constant time with 
one call to the operator 0. The second inner loop, step 2.b, needs n* processors one 
for each pair (i,j). The first statement in that loop calls for calculating the minimum 
of at most n unsorted numbers and therefore O(n) processors and O(logn) time are 
sufficient [13]. Computing Q* and F needs constant time. Therefore, the algorithm 
requires O(log’n) time and fi(n3) processors. 0 
4.3. Sequential algorithm for PVD on interval graphs 
Now, we present a sequential algorithm for the minimization version of PVD. The 
algorithm has a lower complexity than the sequential version of Algorithm 4.1. 
We prove a useful property about optimal partitions satisfying Theorem 4.1 for 
problem PVD. With very few modifications, such a partition may be transformed into 
one with sets having nearly equal diameters. Throughout this section, any partition we 
refer to will be a partition for problem PVD. We shall assume that the input is a set 
of sorted intervals. 
Definition 2. Given an integer D, a set of consecutive vertices S is said to be 
D-maximal if diam(S) <D, and, for all u <jrst(S), diam(S U {x: u <x <,first(S)}) > D. 
In other words, a set is D-maximal if it has diameter not larger than D, and if 
we cannot add any more vertices to its left side without increasing its diameter. Note 
that the right-to-left nature of the definition is essential for our purposes. The next 
proposition is a direct consequence of the above definition. 
Proposition 4.4. Given an integer D and vertex u, the D-maximal set S that consists 
of consecutive vertices and has last(S) = u, is unique. 
We use the above proposition to show that there is a unique optimal non-overlapping 
partition that consists of B-maximal sets having diameters as close as possible to B. 
Let 9 = {Zi, . . . , Z,, . . . , Zk} be an optimal non-overlapping partition for G. 
Theorem 4.4. G has a unique optimal non-overlapping partition 2, where each set 
is B-maximal, and all sets, except possibly Z1, have diameter B or B - 1. 
Proof. Suppose not. Let 3 be an optimal partition for G that satisfies Theorem 4.1. 
Choose 9 so that it has the largest number a of consecutive sets Zk,Zk_l, . . , ,Zk-a+l 
that satisfy the hypothesis. Therefore a <k and Zk_, is not B-maximal. (Note that if a 
set has diameter less than B - 1 then it is not B-maximal.) 
Let x* be the smallest index vertex such that dium(Zk_, U U) <B where U = {x: x* 
<x <jrst(Zk-a)}. Since 2 is optimal and non-overlapping therefore u C Zk-a-_l. Let 
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zip, = zk_, u u and zL_u_i = zk_,_, - u. since u consists of consecutive vertices. 
and .Y is non-overlapping, therefore by Proposition 4.3 the diameter of ZL_‘,_, is not 
larger than that of Zk-+r. By our choice of x* and of U, ZL_,, is B-maximal and 
diam(ZL_._n)3B ~ 1. 
Therefore, there is an optimal partition, {Zt,. . ,Z~__i,_,,Z~_-ir,Z~_a_~, . .Zh}, that 
has a larger number of consecutive sets that satisfy the theorem, which contradicts our 
choice of 2’. EI 
Now, define pi = ZI,, if a, = min{&: bk au,}, ui <a,, i.e. p~eu(v) is the neigh- 
bor of c that extends the most to the left. In the case of a tie we choose the smallest 
index vertex. Thus, pveu(v) is the smallest index neighbor of U, provided that index is 
smaller than the index of ZI. If prec(v) does not exist we say it is equal to .4 (the null 
vertex). Let prec’(u) = U, and prrv’(u) =prer(prec’P’(tl)) for 1 >O. 
Note the analogy between the definition of pret(cj and that of next(r); pvrr( ~1) 
is the neighbor of u that extends the most to the left, and ne.ut(c) is that neighbor 
that extends the most to the right. From this analogy and Proposition 4.1, the next 
proposition follows. 
Proposition 4.5. Given vertices u and w, w > u, (u, w) $Z E, there is a path P(u, VL.) = 
{U = I’(,,, Vi, , C,,, . , t’,,,, W = C,,_, } in 9( 14, W). such that c,,_, =pre~(~‘,!), ,f;r all I <.j< 
p+ 1. 
Proposition 4.6. For cl11 u and L’, u > c, dist(u, a) d D if’ and only if’ II is adjucent to 
prev’(u) j?w some 1 <D - 1, where D is an integer. 
Proof. Consider a path between u and v that satisfies Proposition 4.5. 0 
The next proposition is a direct consequence of the above, and shows how far we 
should go to build a D-maxima1 set, for a fixed integer D. 
Proposition 4.1. Given a set of consecutive vertices S und un integer D, S is 
D-maxima1 tf und only if’$rst(S> is the smallest index certex smaller thun or ryunl to 
pr6 c 2 .U-‘(lust(S)) such that all vertices u, ,first(S) <u <prevD-‘(last(S)), are udjucent 
to pre+‘( lust(S)). 
We now present a linear time sequential algorithm to solve PVD on interval graphs. 
It starts at the end of the graph and greedily finds B-maxima1 sets. Given the last vertex 
of a set, the procedure depth jind (DF), finds the vertex that satisfies Proposition 4.7. 
The output of the algorithm is the optimal partition 26 = {Zr , , Zk} that satisfies 
Theorem 4.4. The first vertex of Zi is stored in entry k ~ i + I of an array L; the last 
vertex of Z, would be L(k - i) - 1. We assume that A is the null vertex, A + 1 = cl 
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Algorithm 4.2. Algorithm PVD-INTERVAL( G, B, k) 
Input: Integer B and G = (V,E) where G is u connected interval gruph, V = 
{VI , . . . , II,,} is appropriately ordered. 
Output: The optimal purtition % = (Z,, , Zk) that satisfies Theorem 4.4 implic- 
itly represented in the arruy L. 
begin 
1. L(index) = A, for all index, 
2. u* = lust(G) 
3. index = 0 
4. while u* # A do 
index = index + 1 
Cull DF( G, B, u* ) 
L(index) = u* + 1 
enddo 
5. k = index 
end 
Procedure DF( G, B, u* ) 
1 <index<n begin 
1. v=u* 
2. it = 0 
3. whilev#Aandit<B-1 do 
curr = v 
v =prev(v) 
it = it + 1 
enddo 
/Note that either curr = VI and 
u = A, or curr =prevB-‘(u*)/ 
4. U* = maXi{ l:; <curr: 
v, is not adjacent to curr} 
end 
Theorem 4.5. For connected interval graph G = (V, E) with 1 VI = n and IEl = m, 
Algorithm 4.2 computes the optimal partition that sutisfies Theorem 4.4 in C(n + m) 
time. 
Proof. The correctness of the algorithm, that is, the fact that the non-overlapping 
partition 3 = { {L( I), L( 1) + 1,. . .}, {L(2), . .}, . . .} is the optimal partition that satisfies 
Theorem 4.4, follows from Propositions 4.4 and 4.7 and Theorem 4.4. 
We now consider the complexity of the algorithm. Given an interval graph G = ( V, E) 
or a (sorted) set of intervals representing G, a vertex ordering as described in 
Subsection 4.1 can be obtained in &(n + m) time [5]. Clearly, lust(G) can then be 
obtained in constant time, and prev(v) can be computed for all v E V in P(n + m) time. 
Each step in the main procedure prior to step 4 requires linear time. All steps in the 
loop, excluding the call to DF, require constant time. 
We now show that, in DF, each vertex is scanned at most twice. Let u*(;) be 
the value of U* upon entry to the DF subroutine for the ith time. Each vertex v, 
u*(‘+‘)<v_iu*(‘), is scanned once in the DF subroutine, either in the main loop or in 
the last statement (to find u*(~+‘) ). These vertices will not be scanned in subsequent 
executions of DF. Therefore, the only vertices scanned more than once are u*(j), i>2. 
Since u*(‘+’ ) <IA*(~), therefore each u*(j) is scanned at most twice, once in the last 
statement during the (i ~ 1)th execution of DF and the second time in the loop of DF 
during the ith execution of DF. 
Therefore, every vertex in G is scanned at most twice by DF, and the total time of 
the algorithm is C(M + nz). q 
5. Sequential algorithm for PVD on bipartite permutation graphs 
We now present an optimal sequential algorithm for PVD on bipartite permutation 
graphs. 
Recall that G = (X, Y,E) is hipurtite pemutation if it is bipartite and its vertex set 
has a strong ordering [24]. X U Y has a strong ordering -C if for all x,, <x/, and J’, < ,k‘,/. 
(x,,. J’~/) and (.y/,. J.,.) are in E implies that both (s,, J;.) and (_~h, _I;/) are in .I?. 
Let G = (X. Y, E) be a strongly ordered connected bipartite permutation graph, where 
X = {.xI,.Q,. ,x,,} and Y = {~,,JQ,. , yy}. For any subset V of X u Y. let Vs and C” 
denote V nX and V n Y, respectively. (V) denotes the subgraph induced by vertices 
in c’. For any two subsets V and lJ/, of X U Y, V < U if every vertex in V,y precedes 
every vertex in C’” and every vertex in V’ precedes every vertex in U ‘. We shall 
often adopt the notation 21 < U instead of {c} < I/. 
For any vertex 1’ in X U Y, let poesy denote the smallest index vertex adjacent to I’. 
In addition, for any vertex I’ in X U Y, let nest”(c) = I’, w.~t’(v) = ncst( (1) = II ~I~UYJ L/ 
is tllc lur~gcst irz&r vrrtes adjacmt to I., and for I > 1 let mrt’( I-) = m~xt(w.~t’ ‘(I’)). 
Let r,, =(zI.‘.u’) be an edge in E, we let c;: =u,’ and ~1’ = II’ Define nc,st’( e,, ) to 
be the edge (wst’(u”), next’(u”)), for all 120. 
Let S be a subset of X U Y. Let jirst(Sx) and,first(S’ ) be the smallest index vertices 
in S”’ and S’, respectively, and hst(S’) and ht(S ) be the largest index vertices in 
S,’ and S”. We call ,fjr.st(S” ), ,jr.st(S’), hst(S”), and hst(S ), the cd zlcrticc~s of S. 
Now define the I’OIM~J~ of S, R(S), to be the set of all vertices between and including 
the end vertices of S. When S is a set Z, in a partition r. we shall often use the 
notation ,fir.st~, fir..vt,?, Iust,x, lust;‘, and R,. 
Two sets Z, and Z, in 3’ are said to OI>~~/UP if R, f~ R, # 4; otherwise they do not 
overlap. Two sets Z, and Z, in A! are said to CI^OS,F if R,x CR;’ and Rj’ > Rr. or R;’ > R> 
and R,? CR: ; otherwise they do not cross. 
r is said to be non-ocr~lupping if all pairs in 2 do not overlap; otherwise it is 
oruhppimg. 7 is said to be rzon-c~ros.sir7~1 if all pairs in 2 do not cross; otherwise it 
is croxsiny. 3’ is optimul if dium(Z,) <B for all sets Z, in r, and among all partitions 
2 that satisfy dium(Z,‘) <B for all sets Z,’ in 7’, r has the smallest cardinality. 
Proof. Let P be an optimal partition for G. Suppose the pair Z, and 2, in y cross. 
Since every edge in Z, crosses every edge in Z,,, then by strong ordering (Z,, 1.J Z,,) 
has diameter two. Therefore, for 3’ to be optimal B must be equal to one. Now. 
suppose J is an optimal partition that has the minimum number of crossing set pairs. 
Furthermore. let Z,, and Zh be diameter one sets that cross. Suppose fir-,st& < f’imt,:. 
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Now, let Zi = {f irstz, f irst,‘} and ZA = {last:, last:}. The new sets do not cross. 
Moreover, any set that crosses both ZL and ZA crosses both Z, and Zb, and any set 
that crosses one of ZL and Zl crosses at least one of Z, and Zb. Therefore, the optimal 
partition $7 - {Za,Zb} U {ZL,ZA} has fewer crossing pairs. This is a contradiction to 
our choice of 8. 0 
The next theorem and propositions have been proven in [l], as part of the first 
author’s Ph.D. thesis. 
Theorem 5.1 (Abbas [l]). There is a non-crossing non-overlapping optimal partition 
for G. 
By the above theorem, sets in B can be linearly ordered so that, for every pair Zi,Zj 
in 8, i < j if both Zix and ZJT are non-empty and Zix <Z]F, or if both Z,’ and Z,r are 
non-empty and Ziy <Z,!‘. In case Zix or Z;” is empty and Zi’ or Z,r is empty, the sets 
Zi and Zi may be ordered arbitrarily. 
Proposition 5.1. For any pair of vertices u und v, dist(u, v) is the smallest integer D 
such that u is adjacent to nextD-‘(v) or v is adjacent to nextD-‘(u). 
For the purpose of the next definition and propositions, let S be a subset of X U Y, 
such that both Sx and Sy consist of consecutive vertices in X and Y, respectively. 
The next definition is similar to Definition 2. 
Definition 3. A set S is said to be muximal, if Sy # C$ and Sx # 4, and there are no 
vertices x* and y* such that y” > last(SY) and x* >lust(Sx), or y* 3 last(SY) and 
x* >lust(Sx), and dium(SU{y: lust(SY)<y<y*}U{x: lust(Sx)<x<x*})<dium(S). 
Proposition 5.2. Zf dium(S)>O and (lust(Sx), lust(SY))=nextD-‘($rst(Sx),first(SY)), 
then dium(S) = D and S is maximal. 
Proposition 5.3. Given edge e, = (jirst(Sx),$rst(SY)) and integer D 3 1, the maximal 
set S that starts at e, and has diameter D is unique. 
Proposition 5.4. Let L be u subset of some set S, such that Lx, Ly # 4, the jirst 
vertices in L are adjacent, the last vertices in L are adjacent, and L consists of 
consecutive vertices in S, then L bus a diameter not larger than that of S. 
Proof. By strong ordering, there is a shortest path between every pair of vertices in L 
that is contained in L. 0 
Proposition 5.5. Zf dium(S) > 1, and dium(S-{ v}) > dium(S), where v is in {hrst(Sx), 
jirst(SY), last(Sx), lust(SY)}, then dium(S U L) <dium(S), where all vertices in L are 
neighbors of v. 
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Proof. Suppose, without loss of generality, that c =$rst(Sx). If dium(S - {,first(S”)}) 
>dium(S), then there are vertices u and U’ in S, such that every shortest path between 
u and U’ includes jrst(Sx). In particular, by the strong ordering of the vertices, we can 
choose 11 =,first(S”) and U’ in {last(SY), lust(Sx)}. Therefore, for any vertex I in L and 
any vertex 1~ in S, d~~tsu~(I,w)~d~~tsuL(f,lu.rt(S ‘))~ddi~ts(~r.st(S’), lust(V)). or 
dist,sUL( I, w) 6 di,~t~~~~( 1, kust(S’)) ddists(,jrst(S’), b.st(S’ )). It follows that tliunz(S !I 
L)<tliLlm(S). c 
We now present a sequential algorithm that finds a non-overlapping non-crossing 
optimal partition for a given connected strongly ordered bipartite permutation graph. 
The algorithm greedily finds maximal sets of nearly equal diameter. If at any point, 
the remaining subgraph is disconnected, the algorithm retracts to remove one of the 
end vertices of the previous set. 
The input of the algorithm is B, an integer, and G = (X, Y,E), a connected strongly 
ordered bipartite permutation graph. The output of the algorithm is a non-overlapping 
non-crossing optimal partition 2 = { Zi , . . ,Zk}, each set of which has diameter at most 
B, implicitly represented in the array L as follows. For 1 < i <k, L(i) is either an edge 
or a single vertex of G. If L(i) is a single vertex then Z, =L( i). If L(i) is an edge 
(e.‘,er) then Z, ={e”,eX+ I,..., x’- l}U{ ey, e’ + 1,. . , _v’ - I }, where x’ (resp. ~3’) 
is the smallest index vertex of X (resp. Y) that is contained in some element of L 
with index larger than i. 
Let A be the null certex, and (A, A) be the null edge. We adopt the convention that 
(,4.n)X + 1 =.x1 and (/l,n)’ + 1 =yl. 
Algorithm 5.1. Algorithm PVD-BPG( G, B, k) 
Input: Integer B and G = (X, Y, E) ri,here G is u connected strongly ordered hi- 
purtite permutation gruph. 
Output: A non-ovrrluppirq non-crossing optimal partition I implicitly represented 
in the urruy L. 
begin 
I. L(indtx=,4, fbr ulll <index d/XI + lY( 
2.eo=(xl,yi) 
3. G, = G 
4. index = 0 
5.whileeo#(/t.,I)do 
index = index + 1 
L( index ) = eo 
CuIl DF( G, B, eo,x’, y’) 
G, ={c: u>x’ or v>y’} 
if GI is connected then eo = (x’, y’) 
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if GI is disconnected und B> 1 then 
if@‘- l,y’)~E then 
e()=(x’- 1,y’) 
else eo = (x’, y’ - 1) 
endif 
/Note that exactly one of the 
above choices qualifies for eg by 
strong ordering/ 
endif 
if GI is disconnected and B = 1 then 
if preu(x’) > y’ then 
eo = (x’,prev(x’)) 
s = {y E Y: y’ d y <puev(x’)} 
else /prev( y’) >xl/ 
e0 = (y’,prev(y’)) 
S = {x E X: x’ <x <pvev(y’)} 
endif 
for i= l,...,jS/ do 
index = ip1de.x + 1 
L(index) = the ith element of S 
enddo 
endif 
enddo 
Procedure DF( G, B, eo,x’, y’) 
begin 
1. e=eo 
2. it = 1 
3. while e#(,4,,4) and it <B - 1 
do 
e = nest(e) 
it = it + 1 
enddo 
/Note that e = (il, A) or 
e = next B-‘(eO)l 
4.x’=eX + 1, y’=e’+ 1 
end 
6. k = index 
end 
Theorem 5.2. Algorithm 5.1 computes a non-overlapping non-crossing optimal parti- 
tion for a connected strongly ordered bipartite permutation graph G = (X, Y. E), where 
n=JX(+(YI andnz=lE(, in C(l(n+m) time. 
Proof. By Proposition 5.2, Algorithm 5.1 returns a non-crossing non-overlapping parti- 
tion 9 = {Z,, . , zk}, each element of which induces a subgraph of G having diameter 
not larger than B. 
If B = I, an optimal solution consists of a maximum matching plus the single-vertices 
unsaturated by the matching. Such an optimal solution has size equal to the size of a 
maximum independent set, by the Kiinig-Egervary theorem (see, for example, [25]). 
We will show that 9 is optimal in this case by finding an independent set of G 
consisting of one vertex from each Z; for 1 <<i < k. Note that if, in every iteration of 
the while loop of step 5, Gr is connected, the algorithm returns a perfect matching and 
X forms the required independent set. 
Suppose GI is disconnected in some iteration. Then (x’, y’) $ E by Proposition 5.4. 
By the strong ordering, either next(x’) < y’ and prev(y’) >x’ or prev(x’) > y’ and 
next(y’) CX’. In the former case, all vertices in {x’, , prev(y’) - l} are adjacent 
to _v’ -- 1 (since (x’ - I, y’ - 1) is an edge, and all vertices of {x’. , pwr(y’) - I ) 
have some neighbor less than v’) and none is adjacent to any vertex greater than or 
equal to 1” (since they are all less than p~,c(y’) and by the strong ordering). In the 
latter case, all vertices in {y’. , pvec(.u’) ~ I} are adjacent to x’ - I and none is ad- 
jacent to any vertex greater than or equal to I’. Thus. the set I constructed as follows 
is the required independent set of size k: 
for i=k downto 1 do 
if L(i) is u sinylr wrtes qj’X (resp. Y) then 
I=IU{L(i)} 
recent = “X” (resp. “Y”) 
endif 
if L(i) = (x, y) und recent = “X” (resp. “Y”) then 
I =I U {x} (resp. I U {y}) 
endif 
Suppose, now, that B> 1. Suppose, further, that the partition .B is not optimal. 
By Theorem 5. I, there exists a non-crossing non-overlapping optimal partition for 
G. Among all non-crossing non-overlapping optimal partitions for G, choose ?? * = 
{Z,*, . , ZF_ } to be one with the maximum value of u, where Z, = Z,* for all I <i <(I 
and Z,, # Z(F. 
We first observe that Z(F - Z, = a, by Propositions 5.2 and 5.3. Consider Z,* ~ Z,, 
for all i >u. At least one such set has diameter greater than B, else the partition 
{Z, >...1 Z,,,Z,l;+, ~ Z,,, , Zc - ZcI} contradicts the choice of r*. 
Let Zt be the set with ,firsf.‘(Z,*)< /ast”(Z,)< lags? if it exists; otherwise 
Z; = /1. Let Z,* be the set with ,$r.rt’(Z(* ) < /ast’(Z,,) < last’(Z,* ) if it exists; otherwise 
Z(! = /1. At least one of Zt and Z,! must exist, else we contradict the choice of 7 *. 
If Zz = Z(! then &um(Z~ -Z,) > B, since Z,* -Z,, = ZT for all ~1 <i, i # h. Combined 
with Proposition 5.4, this implies that /~st‘~(Z~,) + I is not adjacent to hst (Z,,) + 1. 
Rut this contradicts the algorithm: when B > I, every set of ?X begins with an edge. 
Thus, Z/T #Z,!. 
Suppose Zf # ,4. Z(? # /l, and h < c. Let I‘ = lust’ (Z,,)+ 1. By our earlier observation, 
I’ is adjacent to ht’(Z,,)+ 1. Now, every vertex in J =((Zt -Z,,)UZf_, U _._ UZ(*~~,) 
n,k’ is incident with an edge that crosses the edge (t., la.stx(Z,,)+ I) (because each Z,” 
set is connected) and therefore every vertex in J is adjacent to 1’. Similarly, ,firsf,‘(%,* ) 
is adjacent to t’, implying (liclm(Z~! ~ Z,,)<B by Proposition 5.4. Now, all vertices ot 
J can be added to Z,” (i.e. the set containing r in y *) or I’ can be removed from Z,! 
without increasing its diameter, by Proposition 5.5. 
In the first case, ZI, . . . , Z,,, Z,* ~ Z,, UJ, Z,“l,, . Zfi, and in the second case, ZI, . 
z~,,Ju{P},z,*-z~,-{L’},z,*+ I,..., zF*, contradicts the choice of 9 * The argument is 
similar if Z,: = /l or Z(? = n or c< h. We conclude that ?F is optimal. 
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We now consider the complexity. To test that a subgraph is connected it suffices 
to test (in linear time) whether or not its end vertices have some neighbors in that 
subgraph. We now calculate the complexity of DF. Let et’ be the value of eo upon 
entry to DF for the ith time. Every vertex v between any of the end vertices of et) 
and erfl) (exclusive), is scanned at most once by DF. The only vertices scanned more 
than once are those endpoints of ef’, for i 22. Since each such endpoint marks the 
beginning of a new set, therefore it is scanned at most twice. Thus, DF is called O(n) 
times. For all v EX U Y, next(v) can be obtained in time O(n + m). Therefore, the 
complexity of the algorithm is Lr(, + m). 0 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper we studied a class of clustering problems on some families of perfect 
graphs. We showed that partitioning vertices to minimize the maximum diameter of 
the subgraphs in the partition, which we named PVD, is NP-complete on bipartite 
and chordal graphs. In contrast with these results, we presented linear time sequential 
algorithms for the same problem on interval and bipartite permutation graphs. We also 
presented an efficient parallel algorithm for the more general clustering problem, which 
we called PVMF, on interval graphs. 
It would be interesting to study the status of these problems on other families of 
perfect graphs. We mentioned that PVD is hard on undirected path graphs. This result 
leaves little space for extending the solvability of PVD on many other classes of 
chordal graphs that include interval graphs. It remains open, however, to determine 
the status of PVD on directed path graphs and strongly chordal graphs. The fact that 
PVD with B=2 is solvable on strongly chordal graphs (as implied by the results in 
[8, IO]), suggests that it might be solvable for other values of B on these graphs. As 
well, the solvability of PVD on interval and bipartite permutation graphs gives hope 
that it might be solvable on cocomparability graphs. This hope is also motivated by 
the fact that the first author of this paper has proved that PVMF may be efficiently 
solved on bipartite permutation graphs and the larger class of biconvex graphs [l]. 
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